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ABSTRACT
A pulsar wind is a relativistic outflow dominated by Poynting energy at its base.
Based on the standard ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model of pulsar wind neb-
ulae (PWNe) with the ordered magnetic field, the observed slow expansion vPWN ≪ c
requires the wind to be dominated by kinetic energy at the upstream of its termina-
tion shock, which conflicts with the pulsar wind theory (σ-problem). In this paper,
we extend the standard model of PWNe by phenomenologically taking into account
conversion of the ordered to turbulent magnetic field and dissipation of the turbu-
lent magnetic field. Disordering of the magnetic structure is inferred from the recent
three-dimensional relativistic ideal MHD simulations, while magnetic dissipation is a
non-ideal MHD effect requiring a finite resistivity. We apply this model to the Crab
Nebula and find that the conversion effect is important for the flow deceleration, while
the dissipation effect is not. Even for Poynting-dominated pulsar wind, we obtain
the Crab Nebula’s vPWN by adopting a finite conversion time-scale of ∼ 0.3 yr. Mag-
netic dissipation primarily affects the synchrotron radiation properties. Any values of
the pulsar wind magnetization σw are allowed within the present model of the PWN
dynamics alone, and even a small termination shock radius of ≪ 0.1 pc reproduces
the observed dynamical features of the Crab Nebula. In order to establish a high-σw
model of PWNe, it is important to extend the present model by taking into account
the broadband spectrum and its spacial profiles.
Key words: magnetic fields — MHD — radiation mechanisms: non-thermal — pul-
sars: individual (Crab pulsar) — ISM: individual objects (Crab Nebula) — turbulence
—
1 INTRODUCTION
Extraction of rotational energy by magnetic braking is the
most promising mechanism driving relativistic outflows of
active galactic nuclei, gamma-ray bursts and pulsar winds.
These outflows must be Poynting dominated, i.e., the mag-
netization parameter σ (the ratio of Poynting to particle
energy fluxes) is much larger than unity at their base. In
the theoretical point of view, it is difficult to reduce σ
with accelerating the pulsar wind within the ideal magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) formulation (c.f., Komissarov 2011;
Lyubarsky 2011). However, the observations of the pul-
sar wind nebulae (PWNe) show two important proper-
ties which suggest that the pulsar winds are low-σ out-
⋆ E-mail: sjtanaka@center.konan-u.ac.jp (SJT)
flows at their terminal, i.e., at the pulsar wind termina-
tion shock (Rees & Gunn 1974; Kennel & Coroniti 1984a;
Atoyan & Aharonian 1996). One is the broadband spectrum
argument which requires σ ≪ 1 in order to reproduce the
observed high radiative efficiency and ratio of the X-ray to
γ-ray fluxes, that is spectral σ-problem. The other is the
nebular dynamics argument which requires σ ≪ 1 in order
to reproduce the observed expansion velocity of the Crab
Nebula vPWN ≪ c, that is dynamical σ-problem. In this pa-
per, we focus on the dynamical σ-problem.
A possible solution is dissipation of the magnetic field
by magnetic reconnection before the pulsar wind reaches
to the termination shock. Because, in general, pulsars are
an oblique rotator, i.e., the magnetic axis is inclined with
respect to the rotation axis, there are alternating current
sheets around the equatorial region, called striped wind
© 2018 The Authors
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(Coroniti 1990; Bogovalov 1999). Although the alternat-
ing magnetic field configuration seems an ideal situation
for magnetic reconnection, the dissipation time-scale in-
creases with accelerating the flow by the relativistic time
dilation. Lyubarsky & Kirk (2001) concluded that the flow
does not become low-σ before it reaches the termination
shock for the case of the Crab (c.f., Kirk & Skjæraasen
2003). Lyubarsky (2003) proposed driven magnetic recon-
nection at the termination shock and the numerical studies
showed that this mechanism is a viable (Sironi & Spitkovsky
2011; Amano & Kirk 2013). However, we require the Crab
pulsar to be an almost orthogonal rotator in order to obtain
the Crab Nebula’s value σ ∼ 10−3, i.e., in order to annihilate
almost all the magnetic field (Komissarov 2013). This is in-
consistent with the pulse profiles of the high energy emission
from the Crab pulsar (e.g., Harding et al. 2008).
The above difficulties to obtain σ ≪ 1 at the upstream
of the termination shock remind us a possibility of mag-
netic dissipation after the termination shock, i.e., magnetic
dissipation inside the Crab Nebula (Komissarov 2013). It
means that we have to abandon the familiar conclusion
which σ ∼ 10−3 at the upstream of the termination shock
and look for a solution of the dynamical σ-problem with set-
ting σ & 1 at the termination shock. Therefore, we should
extend the standard MHD model of the PWN developed by
Kennel & Coroniti (1984a,b) (hereafter, KC model).
So far, the high-σ model of PWNe are studied by
Lyutikov (2010) and Zrake & Arons (2017). Lyutikov (2010)
adopted a steady-state, axially symmetric, ‘non-resistive’
force-free model of a PWN, but set magnetic dissipation re-
gions at the polar and equatorial boundaries in their model.
They obtained a solution which a high-σ wind from the pul-
sar can be confined by a non-expanding spherical cavity,
although some physics are missed in their simple model,
for example, the magnetic dissipation regions are not the
plasma heating region, but are just an energy sink bound-
ary. Zrake & Arons (2017) considered a steady-state, spheri-
cally symmetric, non-ideal MHD model of a PWN, i.e., they
extended KC model including magnetic dissipation in a phe-
nomenological way adopted from Drenkhahn (2002). They
also found solutions which reproduce the observed expansion
velocity of the Crab Nebula even when the magnetization
of the pulsar wind is much larger than unity. The ordered
toroidal magnetic field directly dissipates into the heat of
plasma in their formulation. As they consider a coalescence
instability of turbulent magnetic structures (turbulent re-
laxation model), they implicitly assume the existence of the
turbulent magnetic field in addition to the ordered one.
There are also some other motivations to introduce
the turbulent magnetic field. One is the observed po-
larization of the Crab Nebula (e.g., Aumont et al. 2010;
Moran et al. 2013; Chauvin et al. 2017). The synchrotron
emission has the polarization fraction of ∼ 20 − 30% in-
dicating that the magnetic field is not perfectly ordered.
In order to lower the polarization fraction well below ∼
70% (e.g., Rybicki & Lightman 1979), the ratio of ordered
to disordered magnetic field should be order unity (c.f.,
Bucciantini et al. 2005, 2017). The other motivation is the
torus structure observed in X-ray (Weisskopf et al. 2000).
Shibata et al. (2003) discussed that the X-ray surface bright-
ness map based on KC model becomes ‘lip-shaped’ rather
than torus. They reproduced the observed torus morphology
by assuming that the turbulent magnetic field is comparable
to the toroidal one. We expect the coexistence of the toroidal
and turbulent magnetic field inside PWNe. Note that the
magnetic dissipation model by Zrake & Arons (2017) does
not account for such polarization and surface brightness
properties because their model has no turbulent magnetic
field everywhere in the nebula, while we introduce a finite
strength of the turbulent magnetic field as an intermediate
state before the ordered magnetic field dissipating into the
heat of plasma.
We construct a basic picture of a magnetic field configu-
ration inside PWNe by observing the three-dimensional ideal
MHD simulation by Porth et al. (2014a) as follows. The pul-
sar wind has the pure toroidal magnetic field and keeps in-
jecting it into the inner boundary (termination shock) of
the PWN. Such a magnetic field configuration becomes tur-
bulent at least several shock radii flowing away from the
termination shock by the magnetic kink instability (c.f.,
Begelman 1998; Mizuno et al. 2011). Outer PWN also suf-
fers from the turbulence induced by the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability between the PWN and supernova ejecta (e.g.,
Hester et al. 1996; Porth et al. 2014b). Ordered toroidal
magnetic field at inner PWNe is gradually converted into the
turbulent one along with the nebular flow, and subsequently
the turbulent one dissipates by magnetic reconnection (e.g,
Lazarian & Vishniac 1999; Takamoto & Lazarian 2016). In
contrast to the previous studies, we consider that magnetic
dissipation proceeds gradually rather than instantaneously
after the conversion from the ordered magnetic field. The
turbulent magnetic field exists as an intermediate state be-
fore magnetic dissipation. Our formulation is useful in order
to understand the observations and multi-dimensional nu-
merical studies of PWNe.
In this paper, we separately study the effects of the
turbulent magnetic field and its dissipation inside a PWN.
In section 2, we describe our model of a nebular flow. A
heuristic formulation is adopted by reference to the past
studies, and the mathematical details are found in Appen-
dices in the covariant form. In section 3, we apply the model
to the Crab Nebula by requiring the velocity of the nebu-
lar flow at the outer boundary to be the observed value of
vPWN = 1500 km s
−1. The results are discussed in section 4
and we conclude in section 5.
2 MODEL
Here, we describe our model of a PWN outflow. We extend
KC model by including the turbulent component of the mag-
netic field. Conversion of the toroidal magnetic field to the
turbulent one and dissipation of the turbulent magnetic field
are modeled phenomenologically.
2.1 Inner boundary of nebular flow
We consider that the nebular flow is a shocked pulsar wind
and we adopt the upstream properties from KC model. The
pulsar wind of KC model is a ‘laminar’ relativistic outflow
composed of a cold e± and the ‘pure toroidal’ magnetic field
at the termination shock. The power of the pulsar wind Lwind
is characterized by three non-dimensional parameters as
Lwind = κw ÛNGJγwmec2(1 + σw), (1)
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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where κw is the wind pair multiplicity (the particle num-
ber flux normalized by the Goldreich-Julian number flux
ÛNGJ ≡
√
6cLspin/e), γw is the wind bulk Lorentz factor, σw is
the wind magnetization parameters (the ratio of the Poynt-
ing to the kinetic energy fluxes) and Lspin is the spin-down
luminosity of the pulsar. Setting Lwind = Lspin, we obtain one
constraint,
κwγw(1 + σw) = 1.4 × 1010
(
Lspin
1038 erg s−1
) 1
2
. (2)
For a given Lspin, the two of three parameters, κw, γw, and
σw, represent the pulsar wind property completely (c.f.,
Tanaka & Takahara 2013).
We assume that the termination shock of the pulsar
wind is a strong shock at r = rTS. One of the important
assumptions of KC model is that the shock is a standing
shock (rTS = const.), i.e., the inner edge of the nebular flow
is at rest in the observer (pulsar) frame. Using the Rankin-
Hugoniot relations summarized in Appendix A, the inner
boundary condition for the nebular flow is determined from
the pre-shock property of the pulsar wind satisfying equation
(2).
2.2 Basic equations
The nebular flow of KC model has the following five assump-
tions: (i) steady state, (ii) spherical symmetry, (iii) pure ra-
dial flow, (iv) pure toroidal magnetic field, and (v) ideal
MHD. Their nebular flow has five variables, the proper en-
thalpy density w, the pressure p, the proper density n, the
radial (four) velocity u, and the (ordered) toroidal magnetic
field B¯ = γb¯ in the observer frame. As is shown in Appendix
B2, adopting the equation of state equation (B2), the sys-
tem is described by the four equations (equations (B7) –
(B10)). All of the four equations are integrable and the neb-
ular flow is described by one algebraic equation (equation
(5.7) of Kennel & Coroniti 1984a).
In this paper, we omit the two of the above five as-
sumptions (iv) and (v) of KC model, i.e., we consider
the turbulent magnetic field and its dissipation. We adopt
phenomenological descriptions of these effects referring to
Drenkhahn (2002) and Drenkhahn & Spruit (2002). Instead
of the assumption (iv), we assume that the initially pure
toroidal magnetic field is being converted to the turbulent
magnetic field with the rate τ−1conv along with the nebu-
lar flow. We also assume, instead of the assumption (v),
that only the turbulent component dissipates to the heat
of plasma with the rate τ−1
diss
. In addition, we introduce the
radiative cooling Λrad in order to study the basic properties
of radiation, such as the radial brightness profile. In section
3.2, we will find that the radiative cooling hardly changes
the flow dynamics for typical parameters of the Crab Neb-
ula. Mathematical details of our formulation are described
in Appendix B.
We introduce the sixth variable, the strength of the tur-
bulent magnetic field δb2, in addition to the five variables of
KC model, w, p, n, u, and b¯. The turbulent magnetic field δb
is assumed to be isotropic in the flow proper frame satisfying
〈δb〉 = 0 and 〈δb2〉 = δb2, where 〈〉 represents ensemble av-
erage (see Appendix B4). The corresponding six equations
are two algebraic equations;
w = nmec
2
+
Γˆ
Γˆ − 1 p, (3)
4πnucr2 = κw ÛNGJ = const., (4)
and four differential equations;
d
dr
[
r2γu
(
w + b¯2 +
2
3
δb2
)]
= −r2γΛrad
c
, (5)
d
dr
(w − p) + w d
dr
ln ur2 =
δb2/2
ucτdiss
− Λsyn
uc
, (6)
d
dr
b¯2
2
+
b¯2
2
d
dr
ln u2r2 = − b¯
2/2
ucτconv
, (7)
d
dr
δb2
2
+
2
3
δb2
d
dr
ln ur2 = − δb
2/2
ucτdiss
+
b¯2/2
ucτconv
, (8)
where the magnetic field is divided by
√
4π and the velocity
is normalized by the speed of light c for notational conve-
nience. When we omit the left-hand side terms of equation
(8), we recover Zrake & Arons (2017) where b¯ directly dis-
sipates to the heat of plasma (precisely, δb2 = 0 in equation
(5), see section 4.3). KC model corresponds to δb2 = 0 with-
out all the right-hand side terms of equations (5) – (7). In
this paper, we set the adiabatic index of Γˆ = 4/3 for a rel-
ativistically hot plasma. The remaining two parameters for
the equations, τconv and τdiss, are described in section 2.5.
We only consider the synchrotron cooling for the radia-
tion cooling rate Λrad ≡ nPsyn, where Psyn is the synchrotron
cooling rate per particle. We ignore the other sub-dominant
emission mechanisms, such as inverse Compton scattering,
for simplicity. Furthermore, we assume the synchrotron radi-
ation from the mono-energetic particles whose Lorentz fac-
tor is γth ≡ (w− p)/(nmec2) (see also the discussion in section
4.2), i.e.,
Psyn =
4
3
σTcγ
2
th
b¯2 + δb2
2
, (9)
where σT is the Thomson cross section.
2.3 Characteristics of turbulent magnetic field
Introduction of the turbulent magnetic field is a unique fea-
ture of our formulation. On the present description of the
turbulent magnetic field, the turbulent magnetic field be-
haves as a relativistically hot gas, i.e., a photon gas. Ne-
glecting the right-hand sides of equations (6) and (8), we
obtain
d
dr
(w − p) − w
n
dn
dr
= 0, (10)
d
dr
δb2
2
− 2
3
δb2
n
dn
dr
= 0, (11)
respectively. For a relativistically hot plasma of Γˆ = 4/3,
we obtain p ∝ n4/3 from equation (10). Equation (11) leads
to δb2 ∝ n4/3. Comparing each term of equations (10) and
(11), the turbulent magnetic field is considered as a relativis-
tic gas whose energy density of eδ = δb
2/2 and pressure of
pδ = eδ/3 = δb2/6. On the other hand, equation (7) without
the right-hand side gives the conservation of the toroidal
magnetic flux b¯2 ∝ (ru)−2 ∝ (nr)2, which is very different
behavior from the above two components.
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)
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Interestingly, equation (8) can effectively disappear
from the equations with the use of the new variables w′ =
w+ eδ + pδ and p
′
= p+ pδ. Adding equation (6) to equation
(8), we have
d
dr
[
r2γu
(
w
′
+ b¯2
) ]
= −r2γΛrad
c
, (12)
d
dr
(w′ − p′) + w′ d
dr
ln ur2 =
δb2/2
ucτconv
− Λsyn
uc
, (13)
instead of equations (5) and (6), where equation (7) does
not change. The equations become essentially the same
as the case that the toroidal magnetic field dissipates
directly to heat up the plasma characterized by (w′, p′)
with the time-scale of τconv, and then τdiss disappears
(c.f., Lyubarsky & Kirk 2001; Drenkhahn & Spruit 2002;
Zrake & Arons 2017). We will discuss our results in this
point of views in section 4.1.
Nevertheless, τdiss still has a role. In equation (9), the
magnetic energy density is the sum of the ordered and tur-
bulent magnetic field. Conversion of the magnetic topology
does not change the synchrotron cooling rate, while mag-
netic dissipation changes. If we ignore the radiative cooling
Λrad, the dynamics of the nebular flow is controlled only by
τconv (see also section 4.1). τdiss changes radiative properties
(see section 3.2).
2.4 Properties of basic equations
For convenience, we introduce the following five variables,
the total enthalpy density ǫ , the total energy flux L, the
characteristic velocity βc, the magnetization σ, and the ran-
domness of the magnetic field χ, as
ǫ(r) ≡ w + b¯2 + (2/3)δb2, (14)
L(r) ≡ 4πr2γucǫ(r), (15)
β2c (r) ≡
Γˆp + b¯2 + (2/9)δb2
ǫ
, (16)
σ(r) ≡ b¯
2
+ (2/3)δb2
w
, (17)
χ(r) ≡ δb
2
b¯2
, (18)
respectively. These variables are functions of r.
We set L(rTS) = Lspin and L(r) decreases with radius be-
cause of the radiation loss (see equations (5)). The physical
meaning of the characteristic velocity βc(r) will be found in
equation (19) below, and β2c → 1/3 for b¯2 → 0 while β2c ∼ 1
for b¯2 ≫ w+(2/3)δb2. σ(r) is close to a counterpart of the up-
stream magnetization σw (equations (1) and (2)) and is a rel-
ativistic invariant while σw is not. Definition of the upstream
magnetization σw includes the upstream four-velocity uw in
the denominator (equation (A5)) and then it is not defined
in the proper frame of uw = 0, while σ(r) is defined only the
proper frame values. Note that σw ≈ σ(rTS) for uw ≫ 1 (c.f.,
equation (A4)). χ(r) is the ratio of the turbulent to toroidal
magnetic energy densities. χ = 3 is the characteristic value
for depolarizing the synchrotron radiation because only one
of the three vector components of δb contributes to depolar-
ization, i.e., two of the three vector components parallel to
the line of sight and to the ordered field b¯ do not depolarize
the synchrotron radiation (c.f., Bucciantini et al. 2017).
Combining equations (3) – (8), we find the equation
describing evolution of the four-velocity
ǫ(β2 − β2c )
du
dr
=
2u
r
(
Γˆp +
2
9
δb2
)
+ (Γˆ − 1)Λrad
c
+
b¯2
3cτconv
+
(
4
3
− Γˆ
)
δb2
2cτdiss
. (19)
The characteristic velocity βc corresponds to a phase ve-
locity of a fast magnetosonic wave for the case of the pure
toroidal magnetic field (e.g., Lyutikov & Blandford 2003).
All the terms in the right-hand side of equation (19) is pos-
itive and then the nebular flow always decelerates with r
since we consider the post shock flow, i.e., β(rTS) < βc (c.f.,
Zrake & Arons 2017).
Not only the sign of the right-hand side of equation (19),
but also the factor in the left-hand side ǫ(β2−β2c ) is important
to determine the velocity profile. Even for KC model which
has only the first term (δb2 = 0) in the right-hand side of
equation (19), the flow has two distinct behaviors. One is
u ∝ r−2 for a low-σw case and the other is u = const. for
a high-σw case with the terminal velocity of σw/
√
1 + 2σw
for both cases (Kennel & Coroniti 1984a). The flow behaves
differently from KC model when any one of the last three
terms of the right-hand side of equation (19) is larger than
the first term.
2.5 Parameters of basic equations
We have two parameters of the equations, τconv and τdiss.
τconv is the most important parameter to change the dy-
namics of the nebular flow from KC model as already men-
tioned in section 2.3. In this paper, we assume that τconv is
a constant in the proper frame. There would be some other
choices of τconv and we will discuss in section 4.1.
τdiss does not directly affect the dynamics of the nebu-
lar flow (see section 2.3). We simply assume that τdiss is a
constant in the proper frame as well as τconv. Note that τdiss
heats up the plasma and can change the synchrotron cooling
rate (see section 3.2).
2.6 Useful measures of system properties
We name the first three terms in the right-hand side of equa-
tion (19) adiabatic, cooling, and conversion terms, respec-
tively. The last term in the right-hand side of equation (19)
is zero for Γˆ = 4/3 and then we do not use dissipation term
in the present paper. For the later convenience, we intro-
duce the ratios of the cooling to adiabatic terms ξcool, and
of the conversion to adiabatic terms ξconv. For example, one
of the characteristic ratio with respect to the cooling term
is written as
ξcool =
Λradr
2uc
Γˆ − 1
Γˆp + (2/9)δb2 , (20)
and the cooling term controls the nebular dynamics when
ξcool > 1.
We introduce the advection time-scale
tadv =
∫ rPWN
rTS
dr
β(r)c , (21)
where rPWN is the radius of a PWN. This time-scale is used
as a guide of the age of the system in this steady state model.
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We also introduce the local synchrotron luminosity per
unit length,
lr,syn(r) ≡ 4πr2γnPsyn = κw ÛNGJ
Psyn
βc
. (22)
From equation (5), the synchrotron luminosity radiated
away from a PWN of rTS ≤ r ≤ rPWN is
Lsyn =
∫ rPWN
rTS
−lr,syn(r)dr = L(rTS) − L(rPWN). (23)
We define the total synchrotron efficiency as
ηsyn ≡
Lsyn
Lspin
. (24)
The total synchrotron efficiency of the Crab Nebula is about
30 % (Hester 2008), although equation (9) is too simple to
constrain the model parameters (see section 4.2).
3 APPLICATION TO THE CRAB NEBULA
Equations (6) – (8) and (19) are solved by the forth-order
Runge-Kutta method. We consider a PWN of rTS ≤ r ≤
rPWN. As discussed in section 2.1, the boundary conditions
at rTS are completely characterized by the two parameters,
σw and κw, for a given Lspin (equation (2)). Considering the
Crab Nebula, we fix Lspin = 4.6× 1038 erg s−1 and rPWN = 2.0
pc throughout this paper. On the present study, we have
two parameters (τconv, τdiss) and three boundary conditions
(σw, κw, rTS).
We focus on the dynamics of the PWN by setting
the velocity at the outer boundary as the observed value
β(rPWN)c ∼ vPWN = 1500 km s−1 (e.g., Hester 2008). In sec-
tion 3.1, we will see that σw and τconv mainly control the
dynamics and we look for the values of τconv reproducing the
observed vPWN for a given σw. In section 3.2, we will see that
κw and τdiss slightly change the velocity profile through the
cooling effect. In other words, these two parameters change
lr,syn and ηsyn (see also the discussion in section 4.2). We
also study dependence of the nebular flow profiles on rTS in
section 3.3 as an interesting topic.
We take κw = 10
4 and rTS = 0.1 pc as fiducial values from
past studies (e.g., Kennel & Coroniti 1984a,b). We vary τdiss
from 10 years (fast dissipation) to ∞ (no dissipation). For
the wind magnetization parameter σw, we study three repre-
sentative cases of σw = 0.1, 10, 10
3 and also σw = 0.003 which
corresponds to KC model. Note that the cases of σw = 1 do
not show a special behavior and we do not study the cases
of σw ≥ 104 for which the strong shock jump condition is
not available (see equation (A10)). The values of τconv are
derived for each combination of (σw, κw, rTS, τdiss) in order to
reproduce β(rPWN)c = 1500 km s−1.
3.1 Flow dynamics
Fig. 1 compares the flow dynamics for different dissipation
time-scales τdiss. All three magnetization cases of σw = 0.1
(red solid), 10 (blue dashed), 103 (green dotted) are over-
plotted. The thin and thick lines correspond to the fast
(τdiss =10 yr) and no (τdiss = ∞) dissipation models, respec-
tively. rTS = 0.1 pc, and κw = 10
4 are common in all these
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Figure 1. The nebular flow profiles which satisfy vPWN =
1500 km s−1 are plotted. The horizontal axis is the distance from
the termination shock ∆r = r − rTS. The adopted parameters are
summarized in Table 1. τdiss is 10 years for the thin and ∞ for the
thick lines and σw is 10
3 (red solid lines), 10 (blue dashed lines),
and 0.1 (green dotted lines). For reference, KC model with the
cooling effect are plotted in the black dot-dashed line.
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Table 1. Summary of the parameters and the boundary values
for Figs. 1 – 4.
Adopted Derived
σw κw rTS[pc] τdiss[yr] τconv[yr] tadv[kyr] ηsyn
Fig. 1
103 104 0.1 10 0.228 0.434 0.0260
10 10 0.308 0.433 0.0259
0.1 10 6.51 0.435 0.0370
103 ∞ 0.223 0.435 < 10−3
10 ∞ 0.301 0.434 < 10−3
0.1 ∞ 7.56 0.404 0.167
Fig. 2
103 104 0.1 100 0.264 0.397 0.184
10 104 0.357 0.397 0.184
0.1 104 7.72 0.407 0.185
103 102 0.544 0.209 0.704
10 102 0.752 0.209 0.705
0.1 102 14.0 0.230 0.775
Fig. 3
103 104 0.1 300 0.264 0.381 0.186
10 0.1 0.358 0.380 0.186
0.1 0.1 8.29 0.379 0.241
103 10−3 0.441 0.380 0.185
10 10−3 0.643 0.380 0.185
0.1 10−3 14.3 0.409 0.376
Case A of Fig. 4
103 104 0.1 103 0.238 0.411 0.0701
10 0.322 0.411 0.0755
0.1 7.94 0.389 0.208
Case B of Fig. 4
103 104 0.1 103 0.0751 0.412 0.0707
10 0.200 0.411 0.0755
0.1 7.84 0.389 0.208
KC model
0.003 104 0.1 ∞ ∞ 0.637 0.359
plots. For reference, we plot the profiles of KC model includ-
ing the synchrotron cooling effect (σw = 0.003, κw = 10
4,
rTS = 0.1 pc and τdiss = τconf = ∞). Note that the horizontal
axes are not the distance from the pulsar r but from the
termination shock ∆r ≡ r − rTS. The used parameters are
summarized in Table 1.
The thin and thick lines are overlapped for the radial ve-
locity u(r) (top panel), the total enthalpy density ǫ(r) (forth
panel) and the toroidal magnetic field b¯2(r) (sixth panel) pro-
files of the nebular flow. These lines demonstrate that τdiss is
not important for the flow velocity profile. The derived con-
version time-scales τconv are also almost independent from
τdiss and we conclude that the flow dynamics is controlled
mainly by τconv and not by τdiss for a given σw.
The difference between the thin and thick lines are ap-
parent for the profiles of the magnetization σ(r) (second
panel), the enthalpy density w (fifth panel) and the tur-
bulent magnetic field δb2 (bottom panel). These differences
caused by τdiss affect the radiative properties which will be
discussed in the next section 3.2. Note that we do not need
to reduce σ(r) in order to decelerate the flow (the thick lines
in the second panel of Fig. 1).
For the cases of a high-σw wind (σw = 10 and 10
3),
the velocity is still relativistic behind the termination shock
u(rTS) ≈
√
σw > 1 (equation (A11)) and, as is evident from
the third panel of Fig. 1, the conversion term ξconv plays
a role for gradual deceleration to a non-relativistic veloc-
ity by the flow getting to ∆r ∼ 0.2 pc. After conversion of
the toroidal to turbulent magnetic field, the flow behaves as
the hydrodynamic post-shock flow of u ∝ r−2 because the
turbulent magnetic field behaves as the relativistic gas (see
section 2.3). We also studied a low-σw wind of σw = 0.1,
which is still a much larger magnetization than KC model
of σw = 0.003. For the case of a low-σw wind, we require a
finite ξconv but . 1 to decelerate the flow to 1500 km s
−1.
For another measure of the velocity profiles, we tabu-
lated the advection time-scale tadv in Table 1. tadv is almost
independent from σw, i.e., the velocity profiles at ∆r . 0.1
pc does not contribute to tadv. Although tadv is a bit smaller
than the age of the Crab Nebula (tage ∼ kyr) for all the
cases including KC model, three-dimensional turbulent flow
structures beyond ∆r & 1 pc would resolve this discrepancy
in practice (e.g., Porth et al. 2014b).
The forth panel of Fig. 1 shows the profiles of the to-
tal enthalpy density ǫ(r). The synchrotron cooling hardly
changes ǫ(r) and the total energy flux L(r) is almost con-
served because ηsyn ≪ 1. From equation (15), the Lorentz
contraction and the Doppler effect lower ǫ(r) at the region
of u(r) ≫ 1 for the high-σw cases. ǫ(rPWN) is the same for all
the models including KC model because vPWN = 1500 km s
−1
is common for all of them. The total pressure at rPWN will
also be almost the same for all the models. The pressure
balance condition between the nebular flow and the outer
supernova ejecta is not affected by τdiss and would be satis-
fied for the high-σw cases.
For the high-σw cases, the enthalpy density w slightly
increases with r even without magnetic dissipation (the thick
red solid and thick blue dashed lines in the fifth panel of Fig.
1). Because the post-shock flow is hot, equation (6) without
the right-hand side terms gives w ∼ 4p ∝ n4/3 ∝ (ur2)−4/3.
w increases with r when u decreases faster than ∝ r−2. The
flow is heavily decelerated when ξconv > 1, and then the flow
is adiabatically heated up rather than cooled by the syn-
chrotron radiation. Plasma heating by magnetic dissipation
is much more effective for the high-σw cases as seen in the
differences between the thin and thick lines. Even for the
low-σw case, w slightly increases by magnetic dissipation at
∆r & 0.3 pc.
The sixth and bottom panels of Fig. 1 shows the profiles
of b¯2(r) and δb2(r), respectively. When the right-hand side
of equation (7) is neglected, the profiles of b¯2 is described
by the conservation of the magnetic flux b¯ ∝ (ur)−1. For the
high-σw cases, because of the magnetic flux conservation,
b¯2 increases with r at ∆r < 0.1 pc. Beyond ∆r > 0.1 pc, b¯2
decreases rapidly with r by conversion of b¯2 to δb2.
δb2 is initially zero and increases with r by conversion
from b¯2. The profiles of δb2 is the same as the relativistically
hot plasma δb2 ∝ (ur2)−4/3 when we neglect the right-hand
side of equation (8). We see such a behavior from the thick
red solid and thick blue dashed lines in the bottom panel of
Fig. 1 at ∆r > 0.2 pc, i.e., δb2 = const. for u ∝ r−2.
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Figure 2. The resultant flow profiles as a function of ∆r .
Adopted parameters are summarized in Table 1 and combina-
tions of (σw, κw) are different for each line, where the thin and
thick lines are κw = 10
2 and 104, respectively.
3.2 Implications for radiation
Although our model of the synchrotron cooling is too simple
to account for the observed spectral features (see section 4.2
for details), it is still enough to understand effects of the
synchrotron cooling on the flow dynamics. In Fig. 2, we set
τdiss = 100 yr and the pair multiplicity κw is different between
the thin (κw = 10
2) and thick (κw = 10
4) lines. The used
parameters are summarized in Table 1. Note that κw = 10
2
is just demonstrations and is not realistic cases considering
the Crab Nebula (e.g., Tanaka & Asano 2017).
It is evident from Table 1 that the synchrotron cooling
is more efficient for the cases of κw = 10
2 than those of κw =
104, i.e., ηsyn is larger for a smaller κw. Although the number
of the particles emitting the synchrotron radiation is less for
smaller κw, the temperature is larger for smaller κw as γth ∝
κ−1w at immediate downstream of the termination shock. It
is clear that the synchrotron cooling is less important for
larger κw.
Dependence of ηsyn on τdiss is a bit more complicated
than that on κw. For the high-σw cases, the moderate dissi-
pation time-scale of a few hundreds years gives a maximum
value of ηsyn. Setting κw = 10
4, the synchrotron efficiencies
ηsyn are larger for τdiss = 100 yr (Fig. 2) than those for τdiss =
10 yr and ∞ (Fig. 1), e.g., we have (ηsyn, τdiss) ∼ (0.026, 10 yr),
(0.18, 100 yr) and (< 10−3,∞) for the high-σw cases. For no
magnetic dissipation τdiss = ∞, plasma has no enough ther-
mal energy γth to radiate. On the other hand, for fast dissi-
pation τdiss = 10 yr, the magnetic energy is quickly converted
to the plasma thermal energy but the synchrotron radiation
is inefficient because of the small magnetic energy. Taking
the results with different values of τdiss (Figs. 3 and 4) in ad-
vance, ηsyn would be maximized at τdiss ∼ tadv a few hundreds
years for the high-σw cases.
The velocity profiles (top panel) slightly change for the
strong cooling regime (κw = 10
2 and τdiss = 100 yr). tadv
for the cases of κw = 10
2 is about a factor of two smaller
than those of κw = 10
4. For κw = 10
2, the second panel
of Fig. 2 shows that ξcool plays a role beyond ∼ 1 pc and
thus the flow velocity drops more rapidly than u ∝ r−2. The
synchrotron cooling hardly affects the flow dynamics (ξcool <
1) everywhere behind the shock for κw ≥ 104.
The third panel of Fig. 2 shows the profiles of the nor-
malized local synchrotron luminosity rlr,syn/Lspin. The local
synchrotron luminosity rlr,syn has a peak at the radius satis-
fying σ(r) ∼ 1, because Psyn is the product of the particle and
magnetic energy densities (equation (9)). τdiss of a few hun-
dreds years corresponds to the cases that σ ∼ 1 at around
rPWN (see the third row of Fig. 2) and thus the synchrotron
efficiency ηsyn is high in those cases. As is found from the
thin lines in Fig. 1 (τdiss = 10 yr), σ(r) becomes order unity
and rlr,syn has peak at the inner nebula ∆r ∼ 0.5 pc, at which
KC model also shows the peak rlr,syn.
The local synchrotron luminosity lr,syn is larger for a
smaller κw. For the high-σw cases, lr,syn at close to rTS is
fairly small and rapidly increases with r at ∆r & 0.1 pc due
to the plasma heating by magnetic dissipation and to flow
deceleration (see equation (22). The behaviors at the imme-
diate downstream of the termination shock are consistent
with lr,syn ∝ κ−1w σ−4w obtained from equations (A5) – (A13),
where κwγth ∼ pTS/mec2 ∝ σ−3/2w and b¯2 ∼ b2TS ∝ σ−1w for
1 ≪ σw ≪ 104.
The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the profiles of ran-
domness of the magnetic field χ. The magnetic field should
be tangled in order to decelerate the flow and χ ≫ 3
at the brightest region of the nebula ∆r > 1 pc. Al-
though the synchrotron emission from the Crab Nebula is
highly polarized (∼ 20 − 30%) (e.g., Bietenholz & Kronberg
1991; Aumont et al. 2010; Moran et al. 2013; Chauvin et al.
2017), we do not observe polarized synchrotron emission in
the present formulation (see discussion in section 4.1).
3.3 Termination shock radius
Here, we study the cases that the termination shock radius
is much smaller than the customarily used value of rTS = 0.1
pc. rTS = 0.1 pc is inferred from the optical ‘wisps’ (Scargle
1969) and also the X-ray ‘inner ring’ (Weisskopf et al. 2000).
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Figure 3. The resultant flow profiles as a function of r (, ∆r).
Adopted parameters are summarized in Table 1 and combinations
of (σw, rTS) are different for each line, where the thin and thick
lines are rTS = 10
−3 pc and 0.1 pc, respectively.
However, the origin of these inner structures is theoreti-
cally unclear (c.f., Hoshino et al. 1992) and synthetic syn-
chrotron maps based on the multi-dimensional ideal MHD
simulations do not fully reproduce these features (see sec-
tion 5 of Porth et al. 2014a). An independent argument for
rTS ∼ 0.1 pc has done by Rees & Gunn (1974) and also
Kennel & Coroniti (1984a). They had discussions on the dy-
namics of the Crab Nebula (expansion velocity and the pres-
sure balance with supernova ejecta) assuming ideal MHD so
that the result would be different with the use of our formu-
lation (see also section 4.5).
Fig. 3 shows the flow profiles as a function of the dis-
tance from the pulsar r and not from the termination shock
∆r (Figs. 1 and 2). The termination shock radius rTS is dif-
ferent between the thin (10−3 pc) and thick (0.1 pc) lines.
κw = 10
4 and τdiss = 300 yr are common for all the lines. The
other parameters are summarized in Table 1.
In the top panel of Fig. 3, we find that both the thin and
thick lines can satisfy vPWN = 1500 km s
−1 again. The values
of τconv are only about a factor of two larger for the cases
of rTS = 10
−3 pc than those of rTS = 0.1 pc. If we rewrite
the four velocity u as a function of ∆r, we find that the thin
and thick lines are almost overlapped because the character-
istic length-scale of the flow dynamics is only u(rTS)cτconv.
Note that both u(rTS) and σ(rTS) are independent from rTS
(equations (A1) and (A4)).
As we have already studied in section 3.2, a peak of the
local synchrotron luminosity (third panel) is around the ra-
dius satisfying σ(r) ∼ 1 (second panel). The characteristic
length-scale of the radiation is u(rTS)cτdiss and is indepen-
dent from rTS again. Especially for the high-σw cases, the
immediate downstream of the termination shock is underlu-
minous and both tadv and ηsyn are similar for different rTS. If
we observe the surface brightness profiles of the third panel
of Fig. 3, we would not distinguish the thin and thick lines
for the high-σw cases. The local synchrotron luminosity at
rTS is larger for smaller rTS because the energy densities of
both the plasma and the magnetic field decrease with radius
(the bottom panel of Fig. 3), i.e., rTS should not be arbitrar-
ily small in order not to be larger ηsyn than the observations.
For example, rTS & 10
−3 pc for σw = 10−1.
Bottom panel of Fig. 3 is the radial distributions of the
total enthalpy density ǫ(r). The total enthalpy density at rTS
strongly depend on rTS as ǫ(rTS) ∼ pTS(1 + σTS) ∝ (r2TSσw)−1
from equations (A5) – (A13). On the other hand, the total
enthalpy density at rPWN are almost the same because of the
inefficient radiative cooling L(rPWN) ∼ Lspin and the same
u(rPWN) as already described in section 3.1. In other words,
the pressure balance condition at the contact discontinuity
of the PWN and the supernova ejecta is also independent of
rTS.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Comparison with other studies
Our results demonstrate that the disappearance of the
toroidal magnetic field is essential for the flow deceleration.
Conversion of the toroidal to the turbulent magnetic field is
our approach, while Zrake & Arons (2017) considered dissi-
pation of the toroidal magnetic field directly into the heat of
plasma following Lyubarsky & Kirk (2001) and Drenkhahn
(2002). In order to compare the flow dynamics with the pre-
vious studies, their dissipation time-scale is corresponding
to our conversion time-scale τconv. Only in this section 4.1,
we use the term ‘disappearance time-scale’ to express for
the both time-scales which are almost the same in the dy-
namical point of view. Our dissipation-time scale τdiss will
be discussed in the next section 4.2.
Although we adopted the disappearance time-scale is a
constant in the proper frame, the other studies took dif-
ferent ways. For example, Lyubarsky & Kirk (2001) and
Drenkhahn (2002) considered the annihilation of the anti-
parallel toroidal magnetic field in terms of the flow accelera-
tion (c.f., Coroniti 1990) and the time-scale is set to constant
in the observer (pulsar) frame. In Fig. 4, we compare the
flow profiles for the cases that the disappearance time-scale
is a constant in the proper (case A) and the observer frame
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Figure 4. The nebular flow profiles for cases A (thin) and B
(thick), where the conversion time-scale is constant in the proper
frame for case A while in the observer frame for case B. The
adopted parameters are summarized in Table 1.
(case B). The parameters are tabulated in Table 1. Case A
corresponds to our study, while we rewrite τconv → γτconv
for case B. They show qualitatively the same behaviors and
differences between cases A and B are obvious only for the
cases of σw = 10
3 because u(r) ≫ 1 behind the termination
shock.
Another choice of the disappearance time-scale is
adopted by Zrake & Arons (2017). They considered the tur-
bulent relaxation model, in which the disappearance time-
scale changes with the density of the plasma and the mag-
netic field strength, i.e., the time-scale is not constant with r.
However, the disappearance time-scale is almost constant in
the proper frame at close to rTS and their value of ∼ 0.3 yr is
consistent with τconv of our study for the high-σw cases (see
the bottom panel in Fig. 4 of Zrake & Arons 2017). Note
that although the disappearance time-scale increases with r
for the turbulent relaxation model, the time-scale at close to
rTS is important for the flow deceleration because we have
ξconv > 1 only at close to rTS (see Fig. 1).
4.2 Broadband radiation properties
Although we included the cooling by the synchrotron radia-
tion in equations (5) and (6), we do not take account for the
broadband spectral properties of the Crab Nebula in this pa-
per. It is important to develop the model accounting for the
broadband spectrum based on the present model of the neb-
ular dynamics. Although the dynamics of the Crab Nebula
is explained for σ(r) ≫ 1 (e.g., no dissipation cases in Fig.
1), the past one-zone spectral studies of the Crab Nebula
showed that spatially averaged value of σ(r) should be much
smaller than unity in order to reproduce the synchrotron to
inverse Compton flux ratio (e.g., Tanaka & Takahara 2010).
A finite value of τdiss is required in view of the nebula spec-
trum.
However, the treatment of the dissipation time-scale
in the broadband spectral model is not trivial because
the plasma heating and the particle acceleration mecha-
nisms by magnetic dissipation is not well understood. Al-
most all the spectral studies of the Crab Nebula consid-
ered that the particles are accelerated at the termination
shock and are just cooled radiatively and also adiabati-
cally along with the flow (c.f., Kennel & Coroniti 1984b;
Porth et al. 2014a). On the other hand, especially for the
high-σw cases of the present study, the particles should be
re-accelerated inside the PWN in order to reproduce the
observed ηsyn and then the particle acceleration at the ter-
mination shock may not be required (c.f., Begelman & Kirk
1990; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2009). The stochastic acceleration
model by Tanaka & Asano (2017) would be one possible
treatment of the re-acceleration, while the shock accelera-
tion is also required in their model. We have to develop the
broadband spectral model including magnetic dissipation.
4.3 Spectrum of Magnetic Turbulence
For simplicity, we do not take account of the energy spec-
trum of the magnetic turbulence in this study. For exam-
ple, in terms of the (non-relativistic) solar wind plasma,
Zhou & Matthaeus (1990a,b,c) studied the transport equa-
tion of (locally isotropic) MHD turbulence of spectral energy
densities Ek , which would be formally written as
∂tEk + LxEk + Tk = Ck − Dk . (25)
Equation (8) would be closely related with equation (25) in-
tegrated over wave number k, where
∫
Ek dk ∝ δb2. Lx is a
linear spatial transport operator acting on Ek (the left-hand
side of equation (8)), Tk represents the energy transport in
k–space (i.e., a cascade process) satisfying
∫
Tkdk = 0, Ck
corresponds to the energy conversion from the ordered mag-
netic field to the large-scale turbulence (
∫
Ckdk ∝ b¯2/τconv)
and Dk is energy dissipation of the small-scale turbulence
(
∫
Dkdk ∝ δb2/τdiss).
Our model of the transport equation of the turbulent
magnetic field (equation (8)) would be obtained from equa-
tion (25) by integrating over k with steady approximation
∂t = 0. Direct dissipation of the toroidal magnetic field con-
sidered by Zrake & Arons (2017) would correspond to the
case that all the left-hand side terms in Equation (25) are
neglected (Ck = Dk) as we have already mentioned in section
2.2. For a steady and homogeneous (∂t = Lx = 0) system,
small-scale dissipation has to balance large-scale injection∫
Ckdk =
∫
Dkdk, i.e., δb
2/τdiss = b¯2τconv, and the transport
term Tk characterizes the spectrum of inertial range, e.g.,
Ek ∝ k−3/5 for the Kolmogorov-like turbulence. However,
because we consider the steady but inhomogeneous Lx , 0
system, we have δb2/τdiss , b¯2/τconv in general. The energy
spectrum of the turbulence is not necessarily as simple as
the Kolmogrov-like turbulence even at inertial range.
4.4 Turbulent magnetic field and polarization
Introduction of the turbulent component of the magnetic
field brings another advantage for polarization properties
of PWNe. Observed polarization properties of the Crab
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Nebula infer a finite magnitude of the turbulent com-
ponent of the magnetic field (χ > 0) across the neb-
ula (e.g., Bucciantini et al. 2017). However the model of
Zrake & Arons (2017) has no turbulent magnetic field δb2 =
0 everywhere in the nebula. Although their model changes
the profiles of the four velocity u and the local synchrotron
luminosity lr,syn from KC model, the polarization fraction
is the same, i.e., almost the synchrotron maximum value
of ∼ 70% corresponding to the synchrotron emission from
the completely ordered magnetic field. Our model can even
address the spatial variation of the randomness χ. Com-
bined with the broadband spectral modeling discussed in
section 4.2, we will be able to study spatially resolved multi-
wavelength polarization properties of the Crab Nebula.
However, the phenomenological conversion term should
be modified before further studies of radiation properties
of PWNe. As we have already mentioned in section 3.2,
in the high-σw cases, the synchrotron cooling is efficient
when the significant amount of the magnetic energy is dissi-
pated. Since only the turbulent component of the magnetic
field can dissipate in our model, the ordered magnetic field
hardly exists at the synchrotron emitting region and the
observed highly polarized emission is not reproduced from
the present formulation. For example, the ordered magnetic
field remains not to be fully converted to the turbulent one
by rewriting b¯2/τconv → b¯2(χmax − χ)/τconv (c.f., Drenkhahn
2002). In order to increase the polarization degree, we have
only to introduce the maximum value of the randomness
χmax ∼ 3. This kind of modification of the phenomenologi-
cal terms would be an option or we should try to develop a
model of a physically motivated conversion term from, for
example, the results of numerical simulations (Porth et al.
2014a,b).
4.5 Pressure balance at termination shock
Finally, we discuss the interesting results for the termina-
tion shock radius. We studied the case of rTS = 10
−3 pc
and showed that the observed dynamical characteristics are
explained even for rTS ≪ 0.1 pc. It seems difficult to con-
strain rTS only from the dynamical argument in the present
model. The customarily used value of the termination shock
radius rTS = 0.1 pc comes from the observed size of the
inner structures in optical (Scargle 1969) and in X-rays
(Weisskopf et al. 2000), and from the hydrodynamical dis-
cussion of the expansion velocity by Rees & Gunn (1974).
We have argued that the latter is not always applicable.
Rees & Gunn (1974) considered that the pulsar wind dy-
namical pressure Lspin/(4πr2TSc) equals to the pressure inside
the nebula Lspintage/(4πr3PWN) with rPWN = vPWNtage and thus
rTS/rPWN =
√
vPWN/c ∼ 0.1. Although the hydrodynamic
post-shock flow is almost spatially isobaric, our nebular flow
is allowed to have a spatial gradient of the total pressure,
i.e., ǫ(rTS) ≈ ǫ(rPWN) is not always satisfied (the forth panel
of Fig. 3). Because the local synchrotron luminosity at rTS
becomes brighter for smaller rTS (the third panel of Fig.
3), broadband brightness profile calculated from the broad-
band spectral model would constrain the value of rTS (c.f.,
Ishizaki et al. 2017).
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we extend the one-dimensional spherically
symmetric steady model by Kennel & Coroniti (1984a) by
formulating conversion of the toroidal to turbulent magnetic
field and dissipation of the turbulent magnetic field in phe-
nomenological ways. Disordering of pure toroidal magnetic
structure is inferred from the three-dimensional relativistic
MHD simulation (Porth et al. 2014a) and partly takes into
account the multi-dimensional effects, for example, the kink
instability inside the nebula (Begelman 1998). Randomiza-
tion of the magnetic topology would be described within the
ideal MHD approximation. Magnetic dissipation by recon-
nection is a non-ideal MHD effect requiring a finite resistiv-
ity.
Conversion of the toroidal to turbulent magnetic field
is more important for the flow deceleration than dissipation
of the turbulent magnetic field. This is consistent with the
ideal MHD simulation by Porth et al. (2014a), and numeri-
cal magnetic dissipation in their calculation is not essential
for the confinement of a PWN by supernova ejecta. For any
values of the wind magnetization σw much larger than unity,
we obtain the observed expansion velocity of the Crab Neb-
ula vPWN = 1500 km s
−1 by adjusting the conversion time-
scale τconv, which is ∼ 0.3 yr for the high-σw cases. We do
not need to reduce σw at the far upstream wind region or
at the termination shock.
The dissipation time-scale τdiss changes the synchrotron
radiation efficiency ηsyn, especially for the high-σw cases. In
the present model of the synchrotron cooling effect, τdiss of
a few hundreds years gives a maximum ηsyn. For the con-
ventional value of the pair multiplicity κw > 10
4, the syn-
chrotron cooling effect does not contribute to the flow de-
celeration for any τdiss.
The present model of the PWN dynamics alone does
not constrain (σw, κw, τconv, τdiss) and even the termination
shock radius rTS. We find that rTS ≪ 0.1 pc reproduces the
dynamical features of the Crab Nebula. It is important to
extend the present model by taking into account the broad-
band emission. Especially, the broadband surface brightness
profile will be an interesting tool in order to distinguish the
model parameters (e.g., Ishizaki et al. 2017).
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APPENDIX A: THE SHOCK JUMP
CONDITION
We adopt the shock jump condition of the perpendicular
relativistic shock from Kennel & Coroniti (1984a), i.e., the
upstream is cold plasma with a pure toroidal magnetic field.
The radiative cooling and the turbulent magnetic field are
not considered at the termination shock. Lspin, σw, and κw
are used to determine the upstream property (see section
2.1). Kennel & Coroniti (1984a) wrote the post-shock prop-
erties as
u2TS =
8σ2w + 10σw + 1
16(σw + 1)
+
√
64σ2w(σw + 1)2 + 20σw(σw + 1) + 1
16(σw + 1) , (A1)
nTS
nw
=
bTS
bw
=
uw
uTS
, (A2)
pTS =
nwmec
2u2w
4uTSγTS
[
1 + σw(1 − β−1TS)
]
, (A3)
σTS ≡
b¯2
TS
wTS
= σwβw
uw
uTS
[
1 +
Γˆ
4(Γˆ − 1)
uw
γTS
(
1 + σw(1 − β−1TS)
)]−1
,(A4)
where the subscripts ‘w’ and ‘TS’ denote the upstream and
downstream variables, respectively. The upstream variables
nw, bw, and uw(γw) are related with σw, κw and Lspin as
σw =
(γwbw)2
uwγwnwmec2
, (A5)
κw ÛNGJ = 4πr2TSnwuwc, (A6)
Lspin = κw ÛNGJγwmec2(1 + σw), (A7)
where rTS is the radius of the termination shock and γ
2
w =
1+ u2w. For notational convenience, the electromagnetic field
is divided by
√
4π and the velocity is normalized by the speed
of light c.
Following Komissarov (2012), we introduce the fast
magnetosonic Mach number at the upstream
Mw ≡ uw
uf
, (A8)
where the magnetosonic velocity at the upstream is written
as
u2
f
= σw. (A9)
Mw ≫ 1 is the condition for a strong shock. Considering
σw ≫ 1 and uw ≈ γw ≫ 1, the termination shock is strong
when
κwσ
3
2
w < 1.4 × 1010
(
Lspin
1038 erg s−1
) 1
2
, (A10)
where equation (2) is used in order to eliminate uw. We
set κw = 10
4 and Lspin = 4.6 × 1038 erg s−1 in this paper
and then we require σw ≪ 2.1 × 104. For 1 ≪ σw ≪ 104
corresponding to the high-σw cases in this paper, we obtain
(c.f., Komissarov 2012)
u2TS ≈ σw, (A11)
nTS
nw
=
bTS
bw
≈ Mw, (A12)
pTS ≈
1
8
nwmec
2M2w, (A13)
σTS ≈ 2σw. (A14)
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APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF BASIC
EQUATIONS
B1 Ideal MHD equations for a relativistically-hot
plasma
We start from the ideal MHD equations. The energy-
momentum tensor for ideal MHD is composed of a fluid part
T
µν
FL
and an electromagnetic part T
µν
EM
, i.e.,
Tµν ≡ Tµν
FL
+ T
µν
EM
≡
(
w + b2
)
uµuν +
(
p + b2/2
)
g
µν − bµbν . (B1)
We assume the flat space-time. The magnetic field four-
vector bµ = (1/2)eµναβFαβuν (Fαβ = −eαβµνbµuν) is written
with the use of the Levi-Civita tensor eµναβ , the electromag-
netic field Fµν and a four-velocity of the fluid uµ = γ(1, β).
The ideal MHD condition corresponds to the electric field
four-vector being zero (Fµνu
ν
= 0). The proper enthalpy den-
sity w is equal to the sum of the rest mass energy ρc2, the
internal energy eint and the pressure p. Assuming that the
fluid satisfies the equation of state,
p = (Γˆ − 1)eint, (B2)
with the constant adiabatic index Γˆ and composed of
electron-positron plasma (the mass of an electron me), we
write
w = nmec
2
+
Γˆ
Γˆ − 1 p, (B3)
where n is the proper number density.
In addition to equation (B3), an MHD system is fully
described by
∇µ(nuµ) = 0, (B4)
∇µTµν = 0, (B5)
eµναβ∇νFαβ = 0, (B6)
where the conservation of the particle number, the conser-
vations of the energy and momentum, and the induction
equation, respectively.
B2 Radial outflow with pure toroidal magnetic
field: KC model
Kennel & Coroniti (1984a) considered the radial outflow
uµ = (γ, uer ) with the (ordered) toroidal magnetic field
b¯µ = (0, b¯eφ). Now, with the use of Equation (B3), we have
only four variables of the system, the radial velocity u = γβ,
the toroidal field strength b¯ = B¯/γ, the number density
n, and the enthalpy density w (relativistically hot plasma
Γˆ = 4/3), where B¯ is the magnetic field in the observer frame.
For corresponding four equations, they chose
∇µ(nuµ) = 0, (B7)
∇µTµt = 0, (B8)
uν∇µTµνFL = 0, (B9)
eφναβ∇νFαβ = 0. (B10)
In the ideal MHD approximation, the contraction uν∇µTµν =
0 is satisfied separately for the fluid (equation (B9)) and for
the electromagnetic parts, and these equations describe the
propagation of the internal energy of the fluid (the first law
of the thermodynamics) and of the magnetic energy density,
respectively. Actually, the contraction of the induction equa-
tion with the magnetic field is equivalent to the propagation
of the magnetic energy density, i.e.,
1
2
bµe
µναβ∇νFαβ = −uν∇µTµνEM = 0. (B11)
B3 Adding radiative loss and phenomenological
magnetic dissipation terms to KC model
Drenkhahn & Spruit (2002) extended the formulation by
including the radiation loss and the magnetic dissipation
terms. The radiation extracts the energy from the fluid part.
Here, we introduce the comoving emissivity (radiation loss
rate) Λrad. The energy and momentum are no more con-
served and then equation (B5) becomes
∇µTµν = −uνΛrad/c. (B12)
Drenkhahn (2002) introduced dissipation of the mag-
netic energy into the ideal MHD equations (equations (B7) –
(B10)). Note that they did not deduce the magnetic dissipa-
tion term from the resistive MHD formulation, but adopted
a rather phenomenological and straightforward way. We
adopt their phenomenological formulation of magnetic dissi-
pation in this paper. We only have to add a magnetic dissi-
pation term −(b2/2)/τdiss to the right-hand side of equation
(B11) and the corresponding heating term is added to equa-
tion (B9) in order to preserve equation (B12), where τdiss is
the dissipation time-scale in the proper frame. Finally, the
four equations describing such a system are
∇µ(nuµ) = 0, (B13)
∇µTµt = −γΛrad/c, (B14)
−uν∇µTµνFL =
b2/2
cτdiss
− Λrad
c
, (B15)
−uν∇µTµνEM = −
b2/2
cτdiss
. (B16)
B4 Turbulent magnetic field
Here, we describe our treatment of the turbulent magnetic
field. The turbulent magnetic field is set to be isotropic in
the proper frame and then the magnetic field three-vector in
the proper frame would be written as b = b¯eφ +δb satisfying
〈b〉 = b¯eφ and 〈b2〉 = b2φ + δb2, where 〈〉 represents ensemble
average. Each component of the turbulent magnetic field
δb = δbr er + δbθ eθ + δbφeφ has the same amplitude and
〈δbiδbj 〉 =
δb2
3
δij, (B17)
where i, j = r, θ, φ and δij is the Kronecker delta.
In the observer (pulsar) frame, the flow is radial (u =
uer ) and thus the magnetic field in this frame is
B = b ‖ + γb⊥,
= δbr er + γδbθ eθ + γ(b¯ + δbφ)eφ, (B18)
where only the components which are perpendicular to the
flow velocity are amplified by the Lorentz contraction. Fi-
nally, we find the magnetic four-vector including the turbu-
lent magnetic field, which is written as
bµ = ((u · B), (B + (u · B)u)/γ),
= (uδbr , γδbr , δbθ, b¯ + δbφ), (B19)
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where the ideal MHD approximation is used in order to ob-
tain the first line. It is easy to identify the ordered (b¯µ = b¯eφ)
and turbulent (δbµ ≡ bµ − b¯µ) magnetic field from equation
(B19) and they satisfy
b¯µuµ = 0, δb
µuµ = 0, (B20)
separately. 〈b2〉 = 〈bµbµ〉 = b¯2+δb2 is also immediately found
from equations (B17) and (B19).
B5 Our formulation including turbulent magnetic
field
We further add the turbulent magnetic field δbµ as a sim-
ple extension of the equations given by Drenkhahn & Spruit
(2002) (equations (B13) − (B16)). We consider dissipation
of the turbulent component of magnetic field in the nebular
flow rather than the annihilation of the anti-parallel toroidal
components of the striped wind. The turbulent components
would be converted from the toroidal ones. We need another
equation to determine evolution of the additional variable
δb2
The equations which describe evolution of b¯2 and δb2
are found from the contractions of the induction equation
(equation (B6)) with b¯µ and δbµ, respectively. The equations
would be written as
〈∇µ(nuµ)〉 = 0, (B21)
〈∇µTµt 〉 = −γΛrad/c, (B22)
−〈uν∇µTµνFL 〉 =
δb2/2
cτdiss
− Λrad
c
, (B23)
1
2
〈b¯µeµναβ∇νFαβ 〉 = −
b¯2/2
cτconv
, (B24)
1
2
〈δbµeµναβ∇νFαβ 〉 = −
δb2/2
cτdiss
+
b¯2/2
cτconv
. (B25)
The sum of equations (B23) − (B25) corresponds to
−〈uν∇µTνµ〉 = −Λrad/c (see equation (B12)). After the
straightforward calculation, we obtain equations (7) and (8)
from equations (B24) and (B25), respectively. Although we
apply these equations to the flow deceleration in this paper,
they will also be applicable to the flow acceleration (c.f.,
Heinz & Begelman 2000).
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